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The body of Purple Abyss Vine was transplanted into the Ancient Rhyme Spiritual Field . Hexi used a lot 

of Ninth Secluded Spirit Spring to water it . She also endured the pain on dantian and fed it a lot of 

spiritual fire . The little Purple seedling that was about to . 

However, it takes at least ten days to grow a vine plant that could be used for battle . Even in the 

Ancient Rhyme Spiritual Field, it still had to take around ten days . 

After ensuring that several brats were fine, Hexi began to deal with her injuries . 

She drank a lot of Ninth Secluded Spirit Spring and took the medicinal pill, so she could barely suppress 

the scorching injuries on her dantian . 

However, it was just treating the symptoms instead of the root cause . 

In fact, she suffered severe internal injuries this time . Combined with pretending to self-destruct Li Shui 

Sword forcefully, it had caused great damage to her meridians and dantian . 

If she weren’t in Breaking Spirit Mountain now, she might be able to take a good rest and recover in a 

few months . 

But the problem was that in this place where magical beasts and Gold Core stage martial artists were 

everywhere . There was really no safe place to let her rest in peace . 

Hexi frowned and sat next to the spiritual fountain . She took out the black stone that Ouyang Haoxuan 

gave her and the talisman that Shen Qingchuo gave her . 

Just in the middle of the battle, she tried to activate the stone that Ouyang Haoxuan gave her, but 

nothing happened . 

The talisman that Fu Qing gave her did have a response, but it was unlikely that anyone would come to 

save her . 

Hexi didn’t know whether it was Ouyang Haoxuan and Qingxia Sect who were in danger, or Feng Yunjing 

did something on the rules, making them unable to cross through the boundary . 

In any case, Hexi knew that she could no longer stay in this rank five magical beast area . 

Her strength today was less than one third of her heyday, and her several little ones had been seriously 

injured . If she encountered a rank five magical beast at this time, she could do nothing but run away . 

However, things would change if she could go to the rank four magical beast area . 

The magical beasts there were only at the Meridians stage, and they were not under the control of Feng 

Yunjing . At least she could guarantee her safety . 

Thinking of this, Hexi took out the talisman that Shen Qingchuo gave her . 
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When the spiritual power burned the talisman, a direction immediately indicated on the talisman, and 

there was a faint force trying to drag Hexi in that direction . 

Shen Qingchuo was now in the southeast direction . That means the rank four magical beast area was 

also in the southeast . 

Hexi breathed a sigh of relief . As she was about to keep everything, she suddenly touched a smooth and 

cool inscribed jade slip at her fingertips . 

It was an inconspicuous pale green inscribed jade slip . 

Hexi remembered that before she left, Wu Xin once told her to put this inscribed jade slip after entering 

Breaking Spirit Mountain . In a critical moment, it might save her life . 

Hexi responded very quickly at the time . She immediately forgot about this thing after a while . She just 

left it in the void and forgot about it . 

Now seeing it again, Hexi decided to wear it . Now she had lost a lot of strength, it was always good to 

have a safeguard . 

Hexi found a rope to wear on the inscribed jade slip and hung it close to her chest . 

As soon as the warm jade touched her skin, a slight throbbing came, making Hexi slightly blur . 

She didn’t think much about it . She began to meditate, slowly cultivating the powerful spirit of the 

Ninth Secluded Spirit Spring in Dantian . 

Early the next morning, Hexi was awakened by the beast roar that was getting closer . 

A mighty breath of powerful magical beast came from a distant direction, shaking the leaves of the 

whole mountain forest that it made a rustling round . 
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Hexi frowned and got out of the void . She decided to set off for the rank four magical beast area now . 

Along the way, Hexi followed the indication of talisman and proceeded very carefully . 

Her stealth skill had always been very strong . She never stayed in a place for more than five minutes, 

and she now basically didn’t use spiritual power . Instead, she was moving with light steps . Therefore, 

she really avoided all the rank five magical beast all the way . Finally, she arrived at the border between 

rank four and rank five magical beast areas . 

As long as she walked through this boundary, she could some rest to take good care of her internal 

injuries . 

Hexi breathed a sigh of relief . 

As she was walking toward the boundary, her mind was suddenly alerted . 

Hexi’s hand was almost touching the edge of the boundary, but her face changed drastically, and she 

retreated quickly . 
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At the same time, she kicked a stone toward the boundary, making a sizzling sound . 

Hexi’s face looked ugly . At this moment, she heard a woman laughing loudly behind her . 

“Well well well, Xi Yue, why don’t you run into it? I’m still waiting to see how you are cooked by 

Thousand Thunder Trap! I even set it up using so much time . It’s really disappointing!” 

Hexi turned around slowly, staring at the slowly appearing figure on the hill in the distance and biting 

her teeth fiercely: “Feng Lianying——!” 

Five to six Gold Core stage experts were standing on the hill . They were mostly young men in Liu Li Sect 

costumes . 

The leader was a young woman in white fluttering clothes . She was as beautiful as a fairy, but her eyes 

that were looking at Hexi far away was full of resentment and madness . If it wasn’t Feng Lianying, who 

would it be . 

The person following her closely behind Feng Lianying was Nie Jinchen, whom Hexi had seen in Sealed 

Dragon Domain’s Secret Territory . 

Feng Lianying walked toward Hexi and laughed leisurely . “Xi Yue, I had guessed that you would not be 

able to live in the rank five magical beast area, and you would definitely go to the rank four magical 

beast area to seek the help of the Shen Family, so I have been for you here since the beginning of the 

hunting . ” 

“However, you didn’t appear after I waited for so many days . I thought you are killed by the rank five 

magical beast . I felt regret for a long time . After all, it is really too easy for you if you die so easily . ” 

“Fortunately, my hard work pays off . You finally come to me yourself . Hahaha…” 

Feng Lianying laughed wildly as she led people in the direction of Hexi . 

At this time, she thought Hexi had no way to escape this time . Hexi could only listen to her command . 

However, when Feng Lianying stepped down the hill and came to Hexi to see her, she suddenly widened 

her eyes and screamed, “You… why are you a woman?!” 

Not far away, there was a young girl with long hair like silk satin . She only used a simple ribbon to tie 

her hair . A few strand of her hair were drooping by her face which made a perfect foil of her white skin . 

The person in front of her was clearly wearing a simple men’s wear, but it no longer covered her 

exquisite body . 

However, the most important thing was not only that . 

The person in front of her was Xi Yue, but she didn’t know what kind of changes she had made to change 

her initially handsome face features into a beautiful face as if it had the charm to steal the others’ souls . 

No one would ever recognize her as a man again! 
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The girl's facial features were still immature, but she had a long nose, small lips, long eyelash, and 

slanting eyes. Every detail looked like it was carved by an artist. Every inch of her skin was so smooth as 

if it would break by the wind. It was obvious that when this young lady grew up, she would be a 

resplendent beauty after getting rid of her tenderness. 

Feng Lianying was astounded on the spot, staring deadly at the girl in front of her eyes. Her hands 

clenched into fists. 

She already hated and was jealous of Xi Yue so much when she was pretending as a man. However, now 

that she found out that Xi Yue wasn't a man but a woman who was a hundred times beautiful than her. 

Yes! More beautiful than her Feng Lianying, and it was a hundred times more beautiful! 

Feng Lianying couldn't stand the fact that she turned her head to see her fellow apprentices. 

All of them showed an obsessed expression on each of their faces. Each eye stared at Hexi; they were 

unwilling to look away. 

Looking at those obsessed looks, they seemed to have forgotten about the intention of this trip. 

Even Nie Jinchen, who was always obsessed with her, also looked lost. The pair of eyes were full of 

surprise and lust. 

Why?! Why does this bitch always want to compete with me? 

Why does this bitch like to seduce men so much ?! 

These fellow apprentices of her always praised her like a fairy, saying that the other women were all 

mediocre women, and only her Feng Lianying was the goddess that could charm the man all over the 

world. 

Those sweet words seemed to be still in her ears, but at the moment, they all looked at Xi Yue with fiery 

eyes. They completely forgot Feng Lianying's existence. 

Did Brother Yu know her female identity long ago, that is why he is so obsessed with her and cherishes 

her, and even… even wants to marry her? 

No! I don't allow this to happen; I will never allow it!! 

Feng Lianying suddenly screamed sternly, "Why are you all just standing there? Quickly catch this 

shameless bitch!" 

The people who were obsessed with Hexi finally woke up, and their faces turned red. 

But Feng Lianying was the young master of Liu Li Sect; the only niece of the Feng Family. If they 

disobeyed Feng Lianying's order, they could no longer stay in Liu Li Sect. 

So after being shocked, these people quickly went behind Hexi and surrounded her. 

Hexi took a deep breath. She felt the surge of spiritual power in her body. 

Just before Feng Lianying and others came over, she had already taken a medical pill. 



This medicinal pills could quickly stimulate her potential, allowing her to exhibit 60% of her original 

strength in a short period of time. Of course, there would be side effects later, but she couldn't care 

much at this time. 

However, it would take a while for these medical pills to work. Therefore, when Feng Lianying and the 

others approached her, Hexi took no action. 

As for the makeup on her body, after Feng Yunjing removed her face mask and the vest, she only 

focused on treating herself and the few little ones. She didn't have time to redress. She only had one 

human skin mask of Nalan Hexi, so she wanted to bother about it after reaching the rank four magical 

beast area. She didn't expect to be blocked here by Feng Lianying. 

Hexi took a deep breath and looked at Feng Lianying who showed a crooked face, then she said slowly, 

"Feng Lianying, I have no grievance with you, why do you keep pestering me?" 

"No grievance?!" Feng Lianying suddenly uttered a harsher scream; her face was twisting. 
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“You bitch stole my inheritance in the Purple Golden Palace, making me embarrassed in the Hundred 

Herb Mist . You also made me lost my face in front of all the other sects during the public trial 

conference . Now you are telling me that you have no grievance with me?!” 

Hexi sneered and said, “If you didn’t provoke me and frame me first, why should I oppose you to let you 

lose your face? Is it that you want to kill me now? You want to make me unable to resist under your feet 

and let you bully?” 

“You’re just a lowlife martial artist, and I’m the high position descendant of the Feng Family . What’s 

wrong with you being stepped on my feet?!” Feng Lianying yelled, “Trash like you are born to kneel and 

worship at our feet . It is your please to be trampled by me . Why do you resist me?!” 

Hexi looked at Feng Lianying as if she was looking at an idiot . 

Aren’t all people of the Feng Family having a mental problem? This is really a big joke . 

Feng Yunjing is like this; Feng Lianying is also like this . 

In the eyes of the Feng Family, the other martial artists were all animals; they should be humiliated by 

the Feng Family as they pleased . 

If the animal was unwilling that it wanted to resist, then it was the animal’s fault for being ungrateful . 

Who do they think they are? God? 

Feng Lianying took a deep breath, then she stared fiercely at Hexi . She gritted her teeth as she said 

sharply, “Not to mention, you shameless bitch also tried to seduce Brother Yu . Brother Yu and I are in 

love with each other . We Feng Family and the King of Hell Mansion will have a marriage sooner or later 

. By then, I will be the mistress of the King of Hell Mansion . I will become the woman of the highest 

position in the world one day . ” 
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“But then you appeared! You made Brother Yu despise me, alienate me, and even draw sword against 

me . If it wasn’t for your slut, Brother Yu and I would be fine . Maybe we have all already married by 

now! You dare say that you have no grievance with me?!” 

Hexi’s eyes narrowed, looking at Nie Jinchen whose face couldn’t be seen clearly because he was looking 

down . She said meaningfully, “But isn’t there already Nie Jinchen by your side? Starting from Sealed 

Dragon Domain’s Secret Territory, he risks his life to protect you . He is obedient to your command . 

Can’t you see how much he sacrificed for you?” 

Feng Lianying looked back at Nie Jinchen behind him, seeing that he still looked at her with deep 

affection . She couldn’t help but smile . She looked back at Hexi and said proudly, “So what if that’s the 

case? I am a descendent of the Feng Family; the young master of the Liu Li Sect . I am praised as the Ice 

Lotus Fairy by all martial artists . My suitors are everywhere in this Miluo Continent . Shouldn’t Nie 

Jinchen like me and be obsessed with me? You still hope that he would like you this bitch?” 

Speaking of the thread of discussion, Feng Lianying became gritted again . “But, the only person who 

matches me is only Brother Yu . Other men are even worthy of comparing with Brother Yu . Everyone 

knows that Brother Yu is mine, but you slut wanted to seduce him instead . Don’t you think that you 

really deserve death?” 

Before Feng Lianying finished her words, Hexi, who had been silent, suddenly moved . 

She jumped into the air, then Li Shui Sword appeared in her hand, turning into the thousand of sword 

lights . 

Liu Li Sect’s disciples, who surrounded Hexi, was caught off guard . They actually couldn’t stop Hexi at 

once . 

Seeing the thousands of sword lights flying toward [Thousand Thunder Trap] . A continuous sizzling 

sound could be heard . The trap was shattered by the lights . 

Hexi also flew toward the rank four magical beast area . 
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Feng Lianying came into her sense immediately . Looking at Hexi trying to escape, she couldn’t help 

shouting furiously, “Are you all dead? Five Gold Core stages can’t even stop a Foundation Establishment 

stage? If she runs away, you all are better off dead!” 

Those five Liu Li Sect disciples’ faces were extremely ugly, but they still pursued Hexi due to the fear of 

Feng Lianying . 

Seeing that Hexi was about to pass the boundary between the rank four and five magical beast areas, a 

huge spiritual pressure suddenly came from behind her . 

Hexi’s face changed . Her body suddenly turned in mid-air, and she avoided the fatal blow . 

But because of this dodge, two Gold Core stage martial artists appeared behind her soon, blocking her 

escape completely . 
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One of the older men had the advance level of Gold Core stage . He held a small blue bell in his hand, 

making clanging sound . He was the one who made the fatal blow . 

He looked at Hexi with pity . He said in an undertone, “Sorry, we don’t want to make a move with a 

woman for you . It’s your fault who offended someone you shouldn’t…” 

As he spoke, the man’s small bell was launched again . The martial artists around him also launched 

their flying sword in cooperation . 

Hexi’s current strength was only 60% of the original . Of course, she couldn’t stop the attacks of two 

Gold Core stage experts . She could only retreat step by step . Finally, she was forced into the face of 

Feng Lianying again . She was besieged once again . 

Feng Lianying looked at Hexi, who looked flustered being surrounded by Hexi, and she laughed, “Xi Yue, 

when you showed off to me on that day, when you embarrassed me at the public trial conference, did 

you think you would have such fate today?” 

“But you can rest assured that I will not kill you . How can killing you vent my hatred! Not only I will not 

kill you, but I will also hand you to someone to let you enjoy the ultimate joy . ” 

After speaking, Feng Lianying took out a talisman and quickly burned the talisman . 

After the talisman was burned, a flash of light quickly flashed on the ground in front of Feng Lianying . 

After the light, people in black robes appeared in the light . 

The leader was a man of about forty years old . He looked extremely sinister and weird . His hands and 

feet are extremely slender; his face was like a shoehorn; his eyes were long and narrow, but his eyes 

were drooping instead of slanting . Even his mouth corner was drooping also . He gave others the 

sinister feeling . 

He was also surrounded by seven men, wearing the same black clothes and black robes, and even the 

same hairstyle decoration . Each of them was extremely ugly . Some had crooked eyes and mouth; some 

had a face full of pimple; some only had one eye ball . All in all, everyone looked disgusting . 

But their bodies were exuding a bone-chilling breath, making people couldn’t help but shiver . 

The weirdest thing was that these people obviously seemed badass, but they didn’t seem to have any 

cultivation . 

When Feng Lianying saw the few people, disgusted expression revealed on her face . Then, she walked 

up and laughed, “Mr . Liao, I have let you wait for so long at the Breaking Spirit Mountain . I’m really 

sorry . 

The middle-aged man, known as Mr . Liao, lifted his eyelids, then he made an evil laugh, “Miss Feng 

specifically asked me to come to Breaking Spirit Mountain before Big Hunting Match, saying that you 

have a gift for me . But I have been waiting in the Breaking Spirit Mountain for eight days . There were 

some young ladies and young men passing by . I really wanted to catch them to have fun . Now, I’m 

filled up with anger . If Miss Feng’s present can’t satisfy me, then… ” 
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Feng Lianying was startled by his gloomy expression, and she immediately laughed, “Since I specifically 

asked Mr . Liao to come, the gift that I offer will naturally satisfy Mr . Liao . Why don’t Mr . Liao see it for 

yourself? 

As Feng Lianying spoke, she sneered as she pointed her finger at Hexi not far away . 

Mr . Liao’s eyes with horror and death turned slowly as he couldn’t control them . It took a short while 

before he set his gaze on Hexi . 

The next moment, Mr . Liao’s whole body trembled . His eyes widened incredibly . 

“Perfect … perfect masterpiece! How could there be such a perfect masterpiece in this world!!” 

Mr . Liao’s dead eyes suddenly became extremely hot . It was like a viper staring at his prey . He glanced 

at Hexi’s body from top to bottom, “Look at the tender skin; the lips that are softer and pinky that 

flower; and the slim body figure . Ahh… ” 

Mr . Liao kept inhaling, but his whole body twitched uncontrollably, then he laughed sinisterly after a 

while . 

It was just that the laughter was less sinister than the previous one, but there was cruel and craziness of 

a pervert . “As long as I think about stripping away such an exquisite body, put her in a thousand needle 

cage, letting poisonous snake and ants crawl on her body; listening to her screaming and crying; 

watching her white skin bleeding . That was really wonderful . I am really fascinated by it!” 

“Ah, no, such a perfect masterpiece can’t be damaged so quickly . I want to put a collar on her, drag her 

beautiful neck, and let her lie on the ground to please me . When I get bored, I will tear off her flawless 

skin and hang on my bed,hahaha… Just by thinking this, I couldn’t stop trembling with excitement !!” 

Mr . Liao said more and more excited, but the disciples of Liu Li Sect couldn’t help but show an 

unbearable expression . 

Although they were mostly murderous as martial artists, they were so terrifying by the means of torture 

. 

As soon as they thought that the little girl like a flower would be so tortured by this old pervert, their 

hearts burst into guilt . 

The more Feng Lianying listened to Mr . Liao, the happier she was . When she thought of Hexi’s tragic 

end, she couldn’t help but tremble with excitement like Mr . Liao . 

“Mr . Liao, are you still satisfied with this gift?” 

“Satisfied! Too satisfied!” Mr . Liao chuckled, “As long as Miss Feng hands this person to me, I will never 

reject any request of miss . 

Feng Lianying’s face had a sinister smile on her face . She looked at Hexi’s beautiful face from afar and 

slowly said, “I said earlier that this person is a gift to sir, of course, I will hand her to you . ” 

“However, before I hand it over to sir, I hope that Mr . Liao can show me a wonderful show with your 

disciple . ” 



She raised her finger as she spoke . Two talismans appeared in her hands . Feng Lianying’s gaze looking 

at Hexi as if they were poisonous and vicious, but full of pride and excitement . “I have prepared these 

two recording talismans . As soon as sir made a move, I will record this so that I can send it to others to 

let them enjoy!” 

As soon as Mr . Liao’s eyes turned, he immediately understood the meaning of Feng Lianying . 

No wonder Feng Lianying asked him to bring some of his ugly disciples, and she also found some ways to 

send only the Meridians stage martial artists to the rank five magical beast area . 
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Mr. Liao immediately laughed, “How difficult is this? Since Miss Feng wants to see it, we will definitely 

make miss enjoy it.Hehehehe… My disciples haven’t encountered a delicious tender girl in a long time. 

They are blessed to have Miss Feng’s kindness! ” 

The seven incomparably ugly men in black robes couldn’t help laughing, and they were looking at the 

unearthly lady with lust and greed. 

Although following Mr. Liao, they could occasionally play beautiful women, they had never encountered 

such a perfect lady. Today, they could enjoy such a beautiful lady’s body. It made their blood boiled. 

Feng Lianying smiled and turned to look at Hexi, thinking that she could see fear and surprise in her face. 

However, to her surprise, Hexi’s expression was calm from beginning to end. Hexi was even looking at 

Feng Lianying with her eyes full of disdain and contempt like she was watching a bunch of stinking 

waste. 

Feng Lianying’s anger surged into her head.This bitch? How can she look at me like that? 

She was going to tear her mask and make her cry and beg for mercy! 

Thinking of this, Feng Lianying took a deep breath. She suddenly said faintly to Mr. Liao, “Mr. Liao, in 

order to let you better entertain her, I want to give your another present.” 

After speaking, Feng Lianying’s palm spread out, and a dark red bug appeared in her palm. 

Feng Lianying exhaled softly at the little bug, and a weird smile filled the corner of his mouth. 

When Hexi took out the little bug, Hexi had a bad feeling in her mind. 

Before she knew what was wrong, she felt a sudden rush of heat in her abdomen. 

This heat flow was completely different from the burning pain of the injured meridians. It was like there 

were countless small bugs surging in the lower abdomen. Everywhere the bugs went, there were 

numbness, itchiness, and burning hot. She couldn’t refrain herself from groaning and trembling. 

Hexi’s eyes finally showed a hint of fear, “Feng Lianying, you actually poison me?” 

I was poisoned? When? Why did I not notice it at all? 
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No, it wasn’t done just now, but … it was just when entering the teleporting array of Breaking Spirit 

Mountain. 

Hexi remembered the inscribed jade slip that hurt her. At that time, the poison had already permeated 

into her body. 

No, maybe it isn’t poison.Hexi’s gaze fell on the little bug in Feng Lianying’s palm. 

This is … Voodoo?! 

When Feng Lianying saw Hexi’s always calm and self-sustained face finally revealed a panicked 

expression, she suddenly laughed, “This is not a drug, but a spirit voodoo, and it is the most ferocious 

Love Devouring Voodoo in the spirit voodoo.” 

“My master raised this Love Devouring Voodoo with a lot of hardship. He has to feed the mother 

voodoo with the blood of 999 girls with only yin [1] attribute for three years. After the mother voodoo 

gives to offspring voodoo, then let the offspring voodoo devours the 999 girls. After that, the offspring 

voodoo will fight each other until the number of voodoo reduce from 1000 to 10. Xi Yue, I have wasted 

one precious offspring voodoo on you. You should be grateful! ” 

“Love Devouring Voodoo!” Mr. Liao couldn’t help but complement, “I did not expect that the master of 

the Thousand Poisons Valley can cultivate Love Devouring Voodoo. If the level of Love Devouring 

Voodoo is high enough, the mother voodoo can control those who are cursed by the offspring voodoo. It 

can make the cursed party fall in love with him or her desperately. It can even make the target kill 

himself.” 

[1] https://www.thoughtco.com/yin-and-yang-629214 
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“Mr . Liao really knows the goods . ” Feng Lianying smiled lovely . “Although the level of this offspring 

voodoo of Love Devouring Voodoo is only level three, it can absolutely make people burn in lust . Mr . 

Liao, you can see this woman lying on the ground and pleasing you to pamper her in awhile . Nevermind 

your disciples are just ugly, even if it is magical beast, she will please without hesitation . ” 

“Love devouring voodoo’s lust desire is can’t be able to resist with human will . Hahaha…” 

Mr . Liao glanced at Hexi . He that her cheeks were peachy red, and she seemed to be have with an 

enchanting charm . His mouth was dry by just looking at her . He couldn’t help but swallow a mouthful 

of saliva . 

“Miss Feng thought so thoughtfully, you can rest assured that I will not disappoint your expectations!” 

As he spoke, several people laughed and approached Hexi . 

Hexi felt that the fire in her body was burning, making her limbs weak; she couldn’t even hold the sword 

in her hand . 

However, there was a burst of madness in her heart . There was an anger to perish together with the 

enemies . 
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Feng Lianying saw that Hexi still wanted to use the flying sword in her hands, and she laughed, “Xi Yue, 

don’t you know that spirit voodoo’s favorite is spiritual power? The more you use spiritual power, the 

more active spirit voodoo is . Hahaha，I advise you to be obedient . There are so many people serving 

you, you don’t have to worry about not being able to satisfy the poison of Love Devouring Voodoo . I’m 

good enough for you right!” 

Before Feng Lianying’s words were finished, Hexi lifted her head abruply and said coldly, “Feng Lianying, 

die!!!!” 

As soon as she spoke, she rose into the sky . The Li Shui Sword slashed at the sky fiercely . 

Immediately afterward, swords rain fell from the sky at Feng Lianying and the others . 

Feng Lianying was so certain that Hexi would lose . She didn’t expect Hexi to have the chance to fight 

back after she was infected by the Love Devouring Voodoo . 

She was caught off guard . The swords rain had already reached the top of her head before she 

managed to channel her spiritual power . 

The shadow of death enveloped Feng Lianying, she screamed and pulled Nie Jinchen around her, trying 

to throw him into the air to block the swords rain . 

However, Nie Jinchen moved faster than her . 

He quickly caught another disciple of Liu Li Sect and threw him at the sky . 

“Ah—!!” A miserable scream went through the sky . 

That disciple also had no time to activate the spiritual power shield . He was instantly penetrated by the 

sword rains in the sky and died . 

“Bang“, the body dropped from high altitude and rolled on the ground . The disciple’s eyes turned white; 

blood flowed out from the seven orifices . The pair eyes were staring deadly at Feng Lianying’s direction 

. 

Feng Lianying fell to the ground, shuddering all over her body . She only regained conscious a moment 

later . She screamed suddenly, “Xi Yue, are you looking for death—!!!!” 

She took out the mother voodoo abruptly, bite her tongue, and spat a mouthful of blood toward the 

mother voodoo . 

Hexi’s face turned white for a moment, then her face became more flushed . She couldn’t help groaning 

. 

That sound was so sweet as if it was honey-sweet with a tender charm . Hexi’s heart sank a little . 

Feng Lianying shouted at Mr . Liao and others, “What are you guys waiting for? Do you want to enjoy 

this woman’s body?” 

Mr . Liao recollected his mind . He was smiling evilly . His gaze at Hexi looked at little dignified . 



Obviously, she was just a girl at the Foundation Establishment stage . Logically, she couldn’t fight back at 

all after being infected by the Love Devouring Voodoo . 
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However, she was still able to make such a powerful move, and even killed a Liu Li Sect’s Gold Core stage 

disciple . 

This girl’s qualifications and talent seemed to be much higher than Feng Lianying . It was no wonder that 

Feng Lianying would be so jealous of her . 

However, the stronger she was, the more stubborn she was . Would he be more excited and delight to 

torture her? 

Feng Lianying saw Mr . Liao and others stayed still for a long time, thinking that they were also scared by 

Hexi’s move just now, and she couldn’t help but snort, “Mr . Liao, don’t you know that spiritual voodoo 

loves spirit the most . This bitch is still fine if she didn’t make a move, but she used the flying sword 

forcefully . That will only make the Love Devouring Voodoo more active . Can’t you see that she can’t 

even stand still now? Are Mr . Liao afraid of such a charming and defendless girl?” 

Mr . Liao laughed, “Why would I be afraid? Miss Feng, you don’t have to be anxious . We will show you a 

good show that makes you satisfied now . ” 

Then, he waved at several disciples and walked in the direction of Hexi . 

Hexi’s situation at this time was indeed not good . Her cheeks were already redder than peach, and her 

eyes were covered with mist . 

The things in her eyes seemed to have double shadows . Her vision was shaking so badly . 

The fire in her body surged again and again, making her unable to resist that she wanted to tear up all 

the clothes on her body . 

Every inch of her skin became extremely fragile and sensitive . Even if it was just a gentle wind, it made 

her want to moan and shiver . 

However, her pride and her self-esteem did not allow her to show such an embarrassing ugly look in 

front of the vicious woman, Feng Lianying . 

Hexi saw Mr . Liao and several of his disciples coming toward her, surrounding her in the center . 

There were non-stop laughter and heavy gasps from the few black men . 

A dozen of eyes were looking at her . They were full of disgusting obscene and lust . 

Hexi raised the Li Shui Sword in her hand, trying to kill all those around him . 

Mr . Liao suddenly pulled out a black barbed whip and whipped heavily on Hexi . 

After a tearing sound, Hexi reached out and blocked, but the Li Shui Sword fell to the ground . The 

sleeve on her arm was ripped by the whip as well, exposing the crystal-clear jade arm . 
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The red whip drew on the smooth skin . It was just like the red plums falling in the snow; it was so 

gorgeous . Making people eager of trampling her and torturing her ruthlessly to leave more marks . 

Mr . Liao trembled with excitement . The hand that was holding the black whip hand cramped until the 

blue veins became obvious . 

He stared straight at Hexi, kept swallowing his saliva, and sneered, “Baby, did the whipping just now 

make you happy? Do you want more?” 

“Hehehe… don’t look at me with such terrifying eyes . Love devouring voodoo will make the host eager 

to be abused . You will soon kneel under my feet, lick my toes, and beg me to continue whipping you . ” 

With that said, Mr . Liao quickly made a second whip which was directed at the clothes on Hexi’s chest . 

This whip had barbs . If she was whipped, her clothes would be torn easily, exposing her white jade skin . 

The eyes of Mr . Liao and his disciples were all beaming . They greedily looked at the weak girl in front of 

them who was going to be trampled by them . 

However, when the whip waved in front of Hexi, suddenly a slender white hand appeared out of thin air 

and clutched the whip . 
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She dragged her hand so hard that Mr . Liao was caught off guard . She actually dragged away his whip, 

even Mr . Liao stumbled by the drag . 

Hexi’s movements didn’t stop for a moment . She first whipped away Mr . Liao who was closest to her, 

then she turned around and whipped at Mr . Liao’s two disciples . 

The two disciples’ cultivation was actually not high . They were summoned by Feng Lianying just because 

they looked ugly . 

Now that they were whipped by Hexi with internal force, they screamed abruptly and fell to the ground . 

Hexi didn’t dare to stay for a while . Regardless of the surge in the body, she channeled her remaining 

spiritual power and quickly flew toward the rank four magical beast area . 

This was her only chance, and the only chance . 

Feng Lianying’s hysterical scream came from behind her ears, “Liao Chengfu, you piece of shit . I let you 

torture and play with her . If you let her run away, I want you all to die!” 

The rank four magical beast area was in front of her . Hexi was suffering the torments of hell inside her . 

Her vision was blurred, but there was still hope in her eyes . 

Just a little bit; it is just a little bit… 

However, there was a loud bang in the ear, then a severe pain came from behind her head . 

Hexi didn’t even have 10% of her power and agility now . Before she could react to it, she was smashed 

to the ground . 
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She spat a mouthful of blood . Her internal organs were so painful as if they were being stirred . 

However, after the pain, there was the heat wave of lust that was even harder to resist . 

She heard Mr . Liao’s proud laugh in her ears, “Baby, do you think you can escape my palm?Hahaha, no 

one has ever escaped after falling into my hand . However, for such a masterpiece like you, I promise to 

let you enjoy before killing you!” 

Hexi closed her eyes; her heart full of despair and sadness . 

But what Hexi didn’t find was that the blood she spat splashed onto the inscribed jade slip on her chest . 

There was a light silver like it was breathing on the inscribed jade slip . 

Mr . Liao and his disciple walked toward Hexi . He held something like an iron rod in his hand, tapped his 

palm gently, and sneered, “Why are you not running now? You can try again . Let’s see if you can escape 

from me . ” 

Hexi looked at him coldly . Her body was obviously very fragile after being influenced by the lust fire, but 

those eyes were like cold swords, making those who saw them trembled felt as if they had fallen into an 

ice cellar . 

Mr . Liao’s brows frowned, and a bit of uneasiness surged in his heart . Suddenly, he spoke to his disciple 

faintly, “This girl has a little temperament . If she keeps messing around, wouldn’t we not be able to 

enjoy it? You all go tie up her hands and legs . If she dares to resist, just cut off all her tendons and 

hamstrings . Miss Feng just wants to see us play with her white jade-like body . I think Miss Feng won’t 

bother whether she becomes cripple . ” 

Feng Lianying laughed immediately when she heard it, “Mr . Liao, the worse you torture her, the happier 

I will be . ” 

At this moment she was channeling the recording talisman . Looking at Hexi who was about to fall into a 

miserable state, she just excitedly wanted to laugh loudly . 

Mr . Liao’s disciple listened to the command and pushed toward Hexi . 

Hexi’s vision was blurred at this time . The sound in her ears became a noisy and distant echo . The only 

feeling in her whole body was the burning desire . 


